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program is available for Windows, Linux and Mac. If you need a trial version
of this program, you can visit the download page. Here you will find a
download button that will take you to a page with all the information you
need to get the program and test it for a limited period of time. Here you will
also find a button that will allow you to buy a full version of the program.
However, this version is the final version that you will need in order to play
the game. In order to play this program, you will need a computer with a
processor that is compatible with the game. The processor must be Intel®
Pentium® III, AMD Athlon™, or dual core AMD processor. Here you will find
more information about the game and how to play it. You can also download a
free version of the game for the Xbox 360® from the Xbox Store. This version
is limited to play a few minutes.Q: Python Pandas, merge two dataframes So I
have two dataframes. One is just a single row of data. The second is an array.
I want to merge the two together. I've tried different permutations of
pd.merge but it just doesn't work. df1 = pd.DataFrame({'col1': ['v0', 'v1', 'v2',
'v3'], 'col2': ['1', '2', '3', '4']}) df2 = pd.DataFrame([['w0', 'v1', 'v3', 'v4', 'v5'],
['w1', 'v2', 'v3', 'v4', 'v5'], ['w2', 'v3', 'v4', 'v5', 'v6'], ['w3', 'v4', 'v5', 'v6', 'v7']],
columns=['col1', 'col2']) I want something like this col1 col2 0 v0 1 1 v1 2
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